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Abstract Indeterminate neoplasms (IN) represent the

gray zone of thyroid cytology in which malignant and benign

tumors cannot be discriminated. Recently, the approach by

thin core needle biopsy has been proposed. Here we report a

new thin core needle biopsy approach in 40 consecutive

patients with thyroid IN at cytology. In this study, a 21-G

needle was inserted into the nodule, advanced within the

lesion, and moved ahead reaching extranodular tissue. The

resulting sample allowed to evaluate the cytomorphology of

nodular tissue, its relationship with extranodular paren-

chyma, and the nodule’s capsule when present. All biopsies

were adequate for diagnosis but one. Of the 39 adequate

samples, 5 cases were papillary cancer as confirmed at his-

tology, while 14 nodules avoided surgery because of Hürthle

cell hyperplasia in thyroiditis (n = 6) and microfollicular

adenomatous hyperplasia (n = 8). The remaining 20 cases

were assessed as follicular neoplasms because of encapsu-

lation and were evaluated by immunohistochemistry. Of

these, 6 had positive markers in different degree and 1/6 has

follicular cancer at histology, while the other 14 were benign

after surgery. Overall, this approach by thin core needle

biopsy identified benignancy in 14/40 (35 %) IN avoiding

surgery. As a conclusion, thin core biopsy should help to

discern the nature of thyroid lesions cytologically classified

as indeterminate, and it should be used as a complementary

test in thyroid nodule assessment.
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Introduction

Fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) represents the main

diagnostic tool in evaluating both palpable and non palpable

thyroid nodules because of its high accuracy, reproducibility,

and cost effectiveness [1]. However, while FNAC is very

reliable in detecting papillary (PTC) and anaplastic thyroid

cancer, indeterminate neoplasms (IN), defined as a monot-

onous cellular population with scant or absent colloid, rep-

resent the gray zone of cytology [2]. In fact, in these lesions

cytologic evaluation cannot discriminate malignant (i.e.,

follicular carcinoma and follicular variant of PTC) from

benign (i.e., follicular adenoma and nodular adenomatous

goiter) tumors [3]. As a consequence, in the presence of

cytologic report of IN, thyroidectomy is required. Never-

theless, since about 80 % of these nodules are benign at

histology, surgery in itself is unnecessary in a large number

of these cases. Thus, the identification of parameters in

predicting malignancy is strongly required.
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Thyroid core needle biopsy, first described in 1990’s

[4, 5], allows to obtain histologic sample by large gauge

(i.e., 16–18) needle, with consequent discomfort and pos-

sible complications for patients. Previous studies have

noted a low increased incidence of bleeding associated

with core biopsy [5]. To date, this approach was rarely

analyzed in thyroid nodules, and the data are still sparse

[6–13]. Then, because of the above reasons, core needle

biopsy is not recommended by current International thyroid

nodule guidelines. In this regard, the approach by thin

(22–20 gauge) core needle biopsy (TCB) has been pro-

posed [9]. These needles should allow to adequately sam-

ple both large and small thyroid nodules, avoiding patient’s

discomfort. The core devices are semi automated, allowing

careful positioning of the needle tip and sampling of the

target, on ultrasound (US) guide.

Here we reported a new TCB approach in forty patients

with IN at cytology. The critical point of this technique was

the sampling scheme: the needle cuts thyroid tissue starting

within the nodule and across its border. This approach has

not been described in thyroid to date. The resulting sample

includes a rim of nodular and extranodular tissue, and

nodule’s fibrous capsule, when present.

Materials and methods

Patients

In the period from December 2011 to May 2012 364 thyroid

nodules underwent FNA at Ospedale Israelitico. Of these, 23

(6.3 %) were classified as malignant (Tir 5, see below), 16

(4.4 %) as suspicious for malignant (Tir 4), 40 (11 %) as

indeterminate (Tir 3), 250 (68.7 %) as benign (Tir 2), and 35

(9.6 %) as inadequate (Tir 1). The 40 consecutive patients

(37 females and 3 males, mean age 43 ± 13.8 years) with

indeterminate cytology were enrolled in the study. Nodules

size ranged from 6 to 20 mm. All cytologic examinations

have been made by an expert cytopathologist (LG) at

Ospedale Israelitico of Rome. Cytologic samples were

classified according to SIAPEC-IAP consensus [14]: Tir 1

(inadequate), Tir 2 (benign), Tir 3 (indeterminate), Tir 4

(suspicious for malignancy), and Tir 5 (malignant). Biopsy

was performed at least 3 months after FNAC. Informed

consensus was obtained in all patients.

Biopsy technique

Patient was instructed not to take aspirin or any other

anticoagulants in the 5 days prior to biopsy. Thyroid gland

was evaluated by ultrasound system using a 13 MHz linear

probe before biopsy. Patient was asked to assume supine

position with hyperextend neck. After skin disinfection,

local anesthesia by 2 cc of mepavacain 1 % was adminis-

tered. Biopsy was performed using a modified 21-G

Menghini cutting needle having length of 10 cm and

diameter of 0.514 mm (Biomol, Hospital Service, Rome,

Italy). The needle was inserted into the nodule under US

guide in freehand fashion. When the tip was inside of the

nodule, mandrel was removed and needle was advanced

within the nodule to obtain a tissue core. Needle was

moved ahead across the nodule’s margin reaching extra-

nodular tissue. Then, the needle was removed. The

obtained core sample was fixed by buffered formalin 10 %.

Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the above pro-

cedure. After biopsy, mild compression on the site of

biopsy was applied. Patient was kept under surveillance for

about 60 min and underwent US re-evaluation. The pro-

cedure was performed in outpatients surgery of Ospedale

Israelitico of Rome by the same experienced surgeon (NN).

Histologic examination

The formalin-fixed cores of tissue were automatically

processed and embedded in paraffin. Serial four micron

sections were picked up on polarized slide: the first was

stained with hematoxylin–eosin; the others were treated

with immunohistochemistry for galectin-3, cytokeratin-19,

and HBME-1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA, USA) and

revealed by peroxidase using biotin-free method. All cases

were observed by two experienced pathologists (AC, ST).

In all core samples, following criteria were evaluated: (a) the

presence of a collagen parallel row at a core edge, consistent

with fibrous capsule; (b) architectural pattern of grow (size of

follicles, trabecule, solid areas); (c) cytologic features (nuclear

size and morphology, cytoplasm stain, cell polarity); (d) the

presence and characteristics of colloid; (e) the presence of

calcific debris; and (f) galectin-3, cytokeratin-19, and HBME-1

immunophenotype of follicular cells.

Statistical analysis

Comparison of frequency was made by v2 test, using Graph

Pad Prism (Graph Pad Software Inc., USA).

Results

Out of the 40 biopsies, 39 provided adequate material for

diagnosis. One was entirely constituted by fibrin clots and

inadequate for examination.

Five cases were characterized by nuclear features of

PTC and reported as follicular variant of PTC. These cases

were previously classified as indeterminate due to the

microfollicular prevalent structure and the absence of nuclear

clearing and pseudoinclusion, which were appreciable after
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TCB as reported for formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded

material [15]; this, combined with the evaluation of his-

tologic architecture, allowed the diagnosis (Fig. 2). After

thyroidectomy, diagnosis was confirmed at histologic

evaluation in all these 5 nodules. The initial cytologic

samples of these five cases were reviewed and indetermi-

nate report was confirmed in all cases. Hürthle cell pro-

liferation combined with lymphocytic infiltrate, consistent

with Hürthle cell hyperplasia in Hashimoto thyroiditis was

found in 6 cases. Eight cases resulted lacking of fibrous

capsule with microfollicular proliferation in closed rela-

tionship with surrounding normal parenchyma so they were

assessed as microfollicular adenomatous hyperplasia.

These 14 cases had triple negative immunohistochemistry.

Finally, 20 cases were set as follicular neoplasms because

of encapsulation (Fig. 3) and the risk of malignancy was

stratified by immunohistochemistry (galectin-3, cytokera-

tin-19, and HBME-1). Of these, 14 had triple negative,

while 6 had positive immunohistochemical markers in

various degree (1 showed triple positive, 4 were focally

positive for cytokeratin-19, and 1 was focally positive for

galectin-3 and cytokeratin-19). These 20 patients were

addressed to surgical management. At histology, benign

neoplasm was found in all cases but one. The latter had

triple positive staining at immunohistochemistry and

harbored a follicular cancer. Figure 4 illustrates the main

results of the study.

Overall, TCB identified 19/40 (47.5 %) IN as benign

(n = 14) or malignant (n = 5) which were not demon-

strable by conventional FNA; then, the rate of lesions

classified as diagnostic by initial FNA (79.4 %) increased

to 84.9 % of combined FNA–TCB. The indeterminate

nodules were reduced from 40 (11 % out of 364 FNA) to

20 (5.5 %) (P \ 0.05).

No complications, such as pain or swelling, after the

biopsy were recorded. The US re-evaluation reported nei-

ther perithyroid hemorrhage or parenchyma edema.

Discussion

Cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules represent a

main dilemma for thyroidologists. In fact, these follicular

patterned lesions amount to about 15 % of thyroid cytol-

ogies, and they should harbor malignant and benign

tumors. At histology, while adenomatous nodules lack

well-defined fibrous capsule, follicular neoplasms manifest

as encapsulated lesions [16]. This major difference is not

evaluable by cytology, and, as a consequence, in these

cases surgery is mandatory. Since benignancy rate is highly

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the herein used sampling technique:

the 21-G Menghini cutting needle is inserted into the nodule (a);

mandrel is removed (b); needle is advanced within the nodule and

moved ahead across the nodule’s margin reaching extranodular tissue

(c); needle is removed, and the obtained core sample consists of

nodular tissue, extranodular parenchyma, and nodule’s capsule when

present (d)
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prevalent (80 %) at histologic evaluation, a large number

of patients undergo unnecessary surgery. To date, several

studies analyzing clinical, cytologic, or molecular param-

eters in predicting IN outcome have been reported, with

discrepant findings [17–22]. More recently, core needle

biopsy has been described as a diagnostic tool in this

context [6, 13].

Aim of the present study was to test the diagnostic

accuracy of a new technical approach by thin (21-G) core

biopsy in forty consecutive IN. The results showed that five

of these were PTC and were submitted for surgery. Twenty

encapsulated follicular neoplasms underwent surgery too.

Of the remaining nodules, six Hürthle cell hyperplasia in

thyroiditis and eight adenomatous hyperplasia were

addressed to follow-up. One was inadequate and needed to

repeat biopsy. Target of our technique was to sample

nodule’s border starting from the lesion inside. By this

approach, a sample including core and periphery of the

lesion was obtained, avoiding damage to the delicate

extranodular tissue. The examination of this sample allowed

to discriminate encapsulated from non-encapsulated nod-

ules, distinguishing between adenomatous hyperplasia and

truly encapsulated follicular neoplasms. This did not

identify the malignant follicular cancer which requires the

histologic evaluation of the whole nodule’s capsule after

surgery. However, the absence of the capsule, combined

with negative immunohistochemistry, identified the benign

hyperplastic lesions which avoided the surgery. The pres-

ence of nodular capsule was confirmed in all excised

nodules, thus underlining the utility of TCB to recognize

encapsulated neoplasms. Also, morphologic evaluation of

follicular cells identified follicular variant of PTC based on

nuclear clearing and fine chromatin distribution, well dis-

cernible on paraffin-embedded samples (Fig. 2a). Cores

from follicular encapsulated neoplasms, lacking reliable

morphologic criteria of malignancy at biopsy, were eval-

uated using immunohistochemical markers. Risk stratifi-

cation of malignancy was set by galectin-3, cytokeratin-19,

and HBME-1 (Fig. 2b), previously reported as the more

appropriate panel in IN [16, 23]. The positivity of the three

immunohistochemical markers well identified the malig-

nant lesion. In this context, it has to be mentioned the low

specificity of a single immunohistochemical marker, while

high accuracy is obtained with a triple positive staining

predictive of malignancy and triple negative staining are

supporting non malignant nature [24]. The herein reported

new sampling and technical approach has not been

described to date in thyroid. It allowed to identify 14

benign nodules (35 % of the IN series) thus permitting

conservative approach.

To date, a few papers evaluated core biopsy in assessing

IN, with interesting findings [6–13]. Park et al. [6]

Fig. 2 Core biopsy from a non-encapsulated nodule. A diagnosis of

follicular variant of papillary carcinoma was made based on nuclear

morphology (HE stain). The arrow indicates the absence of nodule’s

fibrous capsule (a). Same case tested with immunohistochemistry.

The three markers of the panel resulted positive (galectin-3 immu-

nohistochemistry) (b)

Fig. 3 Core biopsy from an encapsulated nodule. The fibrous capsule

(arrow) separates the neoplastic microfollicular proliferation from

normal surrounding parenchyma (HE stain)
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reviewed a series of IN aiming to compare the accuracy of

a second FNAC, core biopsy, and surgery. Based on biopsy

using 18-G needles, 42/54 (77.8 %) nodules had benign

outcome, 11 (20.3 %) were assessed as PTC, and 1 (1.8 %)

was indeterminate. More recently, Na et al. [12] compared

a second FNAC with 18-G needle biopsy in nodules

reading of nondiagnostic (n = 64) or atypia of indetermi-

nate significance (n = 161) as assessed by Bethesda Sys-

tem [25, 26]. Core biopsy had reduced rate in both classes

with respect to repeat FNAC. Furthermore, final diagnosis

was obtained in 104 IN, and core biopsy correctly assessed

26/39 (66.7 %) benign and 44/65 (67.7 %) malignant

tumors. The remaining cases were not diagnostic (3/65

cancer) or indeterminate (12/39 benignancy and 11/65

malignancy). Some complications were reported in 6 %

patients. Another study [11] compared core biopsy and

FNAC in 555 thyroid nodules which underwent both pro-

cedures. Core biopsy possessed lower IN rate than FNAC,

and had improved accuracy when combined with FNAC.

Similar results were found by Renshaw and Pinnar [27] on

337 nodules. Core biopsy, by 18- or 20- or 21-G needles,

was less sensitive in diagnosing PTC, and had higher

accuracy when associated with conventional cytology. A

20–22 gauge needle TCB has been reported by Zhang et al.

[9] in a large series of nodules with inadequate or subop-

timal cytologic outcome. Subjects underwent FNAC or

both FNAC and TCB. Tissue fragments by TCB were

larger than FNAC, and inadequacy was recorded in 8.7 %

of FNAC and 3.4 % of combined FNAC/TCB. Also, minor

complications were similar between FNAC and FNAC/

TCB patients, and no major complications were observed.

Whether to repeat FNA in nodules with previously not

diagnostic report is a matter to debate [28]. In this regard

an interesting paper has been recently reported. There,

Samir et al. [13] showed that the combination of FNA and

25-G TCB can classify as diagnostic 87 % of thyroid

lesions with prior inadequate FNA. Here, TCB detected 5

follicular variant papillary cancers and 14 benign lesions,

indeterminate cytologies were significantly reduced, and

the combined TCB-FNA diagnosis achieved 85 %.

According to Zhang et al. [9], 1/40 TCB of the present

series was inadequate, and no complications were recor-

ded. Moreover, small needle caliber of TCB furnished

adequate tissue sample. Our technique of sampling, by

positioning the needle inside of nodule and advancing it to

nodule’s border, allowed to evaluate nodular parenchyma,

extranodular tissue, and nodule’s capsule when present.

This kind of sampling avoids tissue compression or nodule

escape that may represent a problem when the needle

approaches the nodule from normal parenchyma to the

lesion, especially when a thick fibrous or calcified capsule

is present. The relevance of a high-quality evaluation of

nodule border subsists in the possibility to distinguish

among follicular lesions the adenomatous non-encapsu-

lated nodules from truly neoplastic encapsulated lesion.

The examination of nuclear morphology, histologic archi-

tecture, and associated pathology (i.e., lymphocytic infil-

tration) completes the diagnostic skill offered by the core.

By this approach 35 % indeterminate neoplasms were

assessed as benign. Based on the present data and consid-

ering the stringent match of core diagnosis with definitive

histology, TCB sample should accurately assess nuclear

change, general alterations in follicular structure, and

relations with adjacent tissues. Furthermore, core biopsy

was fixed in formalin immediately after it was collected,

thus avoiding technical artifacts due to delayed fixation or

Fig. 4 Main results obtained in

this study
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inadequate smearing. The latter should represent a crucial

interpretative limit in thyroid cytology. In this context, it

has to be mentioned that core tissue is reported as suitable

for various molecular investigation (i.e., FISH for chro-

mosomal rearrangement or mutational analysis) improving

diagnostic and prognostic assessment [29, 30]. This rep-

resents our future aim.

Because of the original sampling technique used, these

data should contribute to define the role of thin core biopsy

in indeterminate thyroid nodule assessment. The critical

point of this technique was the sampling scheme: the

needle cuts thyroid tissue starting within the nodule and

across its border. The resulting sample is a tissue cylinder

that includes a rim of nodular and extranodular tissue, and

nodule’s fibrous capsule when present. This approach has

not been described in thyroid nodules to date. Thin core

needle biopsy identified benignancy in about 1/3 of inde-

terminate nodules thus avoiding surgery. Moreover, based

on triple negative immunohistochemical panel and

according to clinical setting, it should be possible to con-

sider conservative approach in some encapsulated follicu-

lar lesions.

In conclusion, the herein reported new operative method

for thin core biopsy should help to discern the nature of

thyroid nodules classified as indeterminate at cytology. The

procedure, performed with a passage starting from inside of

the nodule by expert surgeons or radiologists, allows to

obtain an adequate sample of nodular and extranodular

tissue, and to exam the nodule’s border. To date, a few data

on TCB in thyroid nodule exist, and this approach should

be used as a complementary test in nodules with cytologic

outcome of indeterminate.

Conflict of interest None.
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